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We report new constraints on flavor-changing non-standard neutrino interactions from the MI-
NOS long-baseline experiment using νe and νe appearance candidate events from predominantly νµ
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and ν¯µ beams. We used a statistical selection algorithm to separate νe candidates from background
events, enabling an analysis of the combined MINOS neutrino and antineutrino data. We observe
no deviations from standard neutrino mixing, and thus place constraints on the non-standard inter-
action matter effect, |εeτ |, and phase, (δCP + δeτ ), using a thirty-bin likelihood fit.
PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 14.60.Lm, 13.15.+g, 29.27.-a
Results from solar, atmospheric, reactor and acceler-
ator experiments [1–7] demonstrate that neutrinos un-
dergo flavor change as they propagate. This phenomenon
is well described by a quantum mechanical mixing of
the neutrino flavors. In the standard three-flavor os-
cillation model, this process can be parameterized by
three angles, θ12, θ13, θ23, and a CP-violating phase,
δCP [8]. Electron neutrinos and antineutrinos propa-
gating through matter are subjected to the Mikheyev-
Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) effect [9], which arises from
forward coherent scattering with electrons in media.
While this process itself does not change lepton flavor,
the scattering modifies the probabilities for neutrinos to
oscillate between flavor states.
Non-standard interactions (NSI) [10–12] that enter the
oscillation model permit additional interactions between
matter and all neutrino flavors. Analogous to the MSW
Hamiltonian, NSI effects can be added as a perturbation
to the Hamiltonian associated with three-flavor vacuum
neutrino oscillation,
Hmat =
√
2GFNe
1 + εee ε∗eµ ε∗eτεeµ εµµ ε∗µτ
εeτ εµτ εττ
 . (1)
This addition depends upon the matter potential V =√
2GFNe, where GF is the Fermi coupling constant and
Ne is the electron density of the traversed material; as
well as the εαβ complex coefficients, which indicate the
strength of the NSI couplings.
The net impact of adding NSI to our oscillation model
yields nine additional free parameters: six |εαβ | terms
and three additional CP-violating phases, δeτ , δeµ, and
δµτ , which couple to the off-diagonal elements in Eq. (1).
Searches for NSI have already been performed on an
atmospheric neutrino sample at Super-Kamiokande [13],
the νµ and νµ survival channels at MINOS [14–17], and
νe and νe appearance channels in MINOS and T2K [18].
Long-baseline accelerator-based experiments offer well-
defined propagation lengths and tunable energy spectra
that benefit oscillation searches, including investigations
of potential NSI phenomena. For this paper, we only
consider propagation-induced effects. Both detection and
production sources of NSI, as discussed in [12, 19], are
being ignored.
MINOS [20] uses two magnetized steel-scintillator
tracking calorimeters placed along the NuMI beam-
line [21] to study neutrino oscillation. In the NuMI beam,
pions and kaons are produced from interactions between
incident 120 GeV protons and a graphite target. Charged
particles are subsequently focused by a pair of current-
pulsed aluminum horns, and the decays of these parti-
cles in a 675 m decay pipe yield neutrinos. Remaining
hadrons are captured by an absorber at the end of the
decay pipe, and muons are removed from the beam by
240 meters of rock that separate the absorber from the
detector hall. The neutrino energy spectrum depends
upon the configuration of the focusing horns. For this
analysis, the reconstructed energy spectrum peaked at
around 3 GeV.
The 0.98 kiloton Near Detector (ND) is located 1.04 km
downstream of the NuMI target at the Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory. It provides observations of the
initial composition of the neutrino beam. From Monte
Carlo simulations at the ND, we determined that the
beam consists of 91.7% νµ, 7.0% νµ, and 1.3% (νe + νe)
when operated in neutrino mode, and 58.1% νµ, 39.9%
νµ, and 2.0% (νe + νe) when operated in antineutrino
mode [22]. The 5.4 kiloton Far Detector (FD), situated
in the Soudan Mine in northeastern Minnesota 735 km
downstream of the NuMI target, registers neutrino inter-
actions and permits searches for oscillation phenomena.
MINOS has investigated the νe appearance channel,
yielding constraints on both the θ13 and δCP mixing pa-
rameters [22, 24]. The tightest constraints on θ13 come
from reactor neutrino experiments, which have shown the
parameter to be non-zero [7]. By using the MINOS νe
and νe appearance data in conjunction with these reac-
tor results, limits can be placed upon the |εeτ | param-
eter. This technique is demonstrated in [18], which ob-
tained confidence limits on |εeτ | based upon the MINOS
and T2K νe appearance event rates. In this paper, we
improve upon the techniques of [18] by utilizing the ob-
served energy spectra of νe and νe appearance candidates
and a proper treatment of the systematic uncertainties.
We also introduce the uncertainties of the other NSI εαβ
parameters to the fitting framework. We adopt the same
selection criteria and MINOS exposure as [22].
A fast matrix multiplication method was introduced to
the νe analysis software to calculate the exact oscillation
probabilities, as opposed to using channel-by-channel ap-
proximations. In this paper, we show results in terms
of |εeτ | and an effective phase, (δCP + δeτ ). The use
of this phase was motivated by the MINOS+T2K com-
bined analysis [18], where it was demonstrated that the
νe appearance probability can be represented in terms of
(δCP + δeτ ) in the limit of ∆m
2
21/∆m
2
31 → 0. Here, we
maintain the use of this phase to simplify the presenta-
tion of the results even though we have implemented an
3exact probability calculation that treats all of the oscil-
lation parameters (including NSI) independently.
The results presented here are based upon exposures of
10.6 × 1020 protons-on-target (POT) in neutrino mode
and 3.3 × 1020 POT in antineutrino mode. These data
were previously analyzed in the first joint νe+νe appear-
ance search [22].
Events in the νe and νe charged current (CC) sam-
ples were identified using a statistical selection algorithm.
Unlike the MINOS νµ and νµ CC analyses in which
events are easily distinguished and charge-sign selected
based upon the presence of muon tracks and their cur-
vatures, νe analyses must address the similar topologies
of the νe(νe) CC signal and neutral current (NC) back-
ground. A Library Event Matching (LEM) technique,
adopted in previous searches [22–25], was used to com-
pare the energy depositions of input candidates to li-
braries of 20 million νe or νe CC interactions, with 30
million NC interactions in both libraries. Information
gathered through this matching process was passed to
an artificial neural network that returned a single-valued
discriminant, 0.0 < αLEM < 1.0, for each event.
Events with αLEM > 0.6, considered sensitive to νe
and νe appearance, constitute our analysis samples. The
cut on αLEM was established in [22] through the assess-
ment of different binning schemes and the resulting sen-
sitivities to θ13. Assuming a three-flavor neutrino oscil-
lation model that includes the Hamiltonian perturbation
from Eq. (1), we probe the |εeτ |, (δCP + δeτ ) parame-
ter space by comparing predicted FD event counts with
those observed. A simultaneous fit of the neutrino and
antineutrino data is performed using a 30 bin scheme.
Each configuration is represented by 15 bins with three
divisions of αLEM > 0.6 and five divisions that span a
reconstructed neutrino energy range of 1-8 GeV. Recon-
structed energy distributions, shown in Fig. 1, compare
three FD Monte Carlo predictions that illustrate stan-
dard and non-standard oscillations.
Figure 2 shows the reconstructed energy distributions
for data, the standard oscillation prediction, and the NSI-
allowed best-fit prediction. The divisions of αLEM , the
splitting of neutrino and antineutrino modes, and the
reconstructed energy range of the shown histograms are
representative of the binning scheme used in the fit.
A two-dimensional fitting framework assessed likeli-
hoods at values of both |εeτ | and δeτ given a selected neu-
trino mass hierarchy and δCP . All of the produced like-
lihood surfaces were represented in terms of (δCP + δeτ ),
and the contours for each hierarchy were generated by
sampling the surfaces for different values of δCP to de-
termine the most conservative result. Statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties on the FD prediction were taken
into account when assessing the contours. In this analy-
sis, the handling of nuisance parameters corresponding to
systematic errors and oscillation parameters is identical
to the prescription in [22] with one notable exception.
FIG. 1: Far Detector Monte Carlo νe + νe CC reconstructed
energy distributions shown for standard oscillation and for
two illustrative non-standard oscillation cases. Normal mass
hierarchy, |∆m231| = 2.41× 10−3eV 2, δCP = 0, θ23 = pi/4 and
sin2(2θ13) = 0.084 are assumed. Unspecified NSI parameters
are set to zero.
FIG. 2: The reconstructed energy distributions for three
ranges of αLEM . The 5-8 GeV region is combined into a sin-
gle bin for the fit. The best fit that includes systematics is
shown assuming normal mass hierarchy, with |εeτ | = 0.74 and
(δCP + δeτ ) = 1.35pi. It is overlaid atop the standard oscilla-
tion predictions from [22].
4Parameter Mean Uncertainty Reference
εee 0.00 (−4.20,+4.20) [12]
εeµ 0.00 (−0.33,+0.33) [12]
εµµ 0.00 (−0.07,+0.07) [12]
εµτ 0.00 (−0.01,+0.01) [13]
εττ 0.00 (−21.0,+21.0) [12]
∆m232/10
−3 eV2 (NH) +2.404 (−0.068,+0.048) [27]
∆m232/10
−3 eV2 (IH) −2.304 (−0.058,+0.048) [27]
θ23 (NH) 0.853 (−0.128,+0.033) [27]
θ23 (IH) 0.859 (−0.043,+0.025) [27]
TABLE I: The mean values and uncertainties placed upon
the nuisance parameters in the fit, with respective references
shown. Oscillation parameters with mass hierarchy depen-
dent selections are designated with (NH) or (IH) for normal
or inverted hierarchy, respectively. We conservatively treat
the 90% C.L. of the NSI parameters as the uncertainties in
our fit. Both δeµ and δµτ are explicitly set to zero. The in-
clusion of negative values of εαβ is equivalent to shifting the
corresponding phases by pi radians. We note that through this
method the fit spans the full range of how these parameters
impact the νe and νe appearance rates.
Parameter Best Fit (NH) Best Fit (IH)
εee -0.26σ -0.21σ
εeµ 0.54σ 0.48σ
εµµ 0.00σ 0.57σ
εµτ 0.01σ 0.01σ
εττ 0.00σ 0.24σ
∆m232/10
−3 eV2 0.00σ 0.00σ
θ23 -0.07σ -0.08σ
|εeτ | 0.74 0.58
δCP + δeτ 1.35pi 1.65pi
TABLE II: The standard deviations from the central values
of the penalty terms as determined by the fit along with the
best-fit values of |εeτ | and δCP + δeτ . Normal and inverted
hierarchy are designated by (NH) and (IH) respectively.
To account for the uncertainties on the oscillation pa-
rameters, templates were introduced to the fitting frame-
work that treat θ23, ∆m
2
32, and five of the NSI εαβ terms
as nuisance parameters. The mean values and uncertain-
ties, taken from external data, of the nuisance parameters
used in the fit are included in Table I. The templates were
made by storing the changes in the FD prediction induced
by ±1σ shifts on the selected oscillation parameters in
each bin of reconstructed energy and αLEM . These tem-
plates cover the range of allowed spectra, including those
produced through the interplay of the NSI parameters.
The stored predictions improved the efficiency of the fit
by shortening the amount of time needed to evaluate the
likelihood at each point in the parameter space. Central
values and limits were taken from [26] for θ13; from [27]
for the other standard oscillation parameters; from [13],
for εµτ ; and from [12] for the other εαβ coefficients.
The impact of including the nuisance parameters in
the fit was investigated. Comparing the solid and dotted
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FIG. 3: 90% C.L. in the |εeτ |, (δCP + δeτ ) parameter space
for normal (top) and inverted (bottom) neutrino mass hier-
archy using νe and νe appearance candidates in the MINOS
Far Detector. The shaded areas to the left of the solid con-
tours indicate the MINOS allowed regions where additional
oscillation parameters, including NSI, were included in the
fit. The dotted contours show the limits where the additional
oscillation parameters were fixed to the mean values shown in
Table I.
contours in Fig. 3, we observe that the addition of the
nuisance parameters into the fit does not significantly
affect the sensitivity of the analysis to the NSI parameters
of interest. The standard deviations from the accepted
values of these parameters, as well as the best-fit values
of |εeτ | and (δCP + δeτ ), are provided in Table II.
The shaded regions in Fig. 3 show the allowed ranges
of |εeτ | given an effective CP phase and choice of neu-
trino mass hierarchy. In both cases, the allowed region
is consistent with predictions of the standard oscillation
model. These results yield modest improvement over the
model-independent limit established in [28], which set
|εeτ | < 3.0 for propagation through Earth-like material,
and the limits are consistent with the MINOS+T2K re-
sult presented in [18].
In summary, we have performed a direct search for non-
standard interactions using the full sample of νe and νe
appearance candidates in the MINOS FD. Using a sta-
tistical selection algorithm to identify νe and νe events,
5we performed a simultaneous, two-dimensional fit to neu-
trino and antineutrino samples to place limits upon the
|εeτ |, (δCP +δeτ ) parameter space. We found no evidence
for non-standard neutrino interactions. The results pro-
vide improvement on existing constraints from indepen-
dent models and are comparable to the previous limit
established using MINOS and T2K data.
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